Distributed Version Control
Software Development with Git and GitHub
DVCS
Git and GitHub take over the VCS landscape
WHY?
SOLVES COMMON PAIN POINTS
create Business Value
MIGRATION
SVN ➔ GIT
If it isn't broke, don't fix it. right?
“Most of your computer science career will be single data stream, single CPU, single threaded processing. Don’t worry about chapter 7.”

—my most incorrect university professor, ever
EASY ... RIGHT?
EASY
BRANCHING
Branching is easy
~40 bytes
Commits are the atomic unit
Real-time Conversations
VISUAL TOOLS
Branching Visualizations
Desktop tools
BINARIES
Github Releases
PLATFORM FEATURES
Mobile views
Task Lists
Binary Viewers
Bug Tracker + Integration
AUTOMATION API
About IFTTT

What is IFTTT? IFTTT is a service that lets you create powerful connections with one simple statement:

```
if this then that
```

IFTTT is pronounced like “gift” without the “g.”

Channels

Channels are the basic building blocks of IFTTT. Each Channel has its own Triggers and Actions. Some example Channels are:

- Facebook
- Evernote
- Email
- Weather
- LinkedIn
See the lights

hue lux

hue tap

The system

Get started
Full Code Search
LDAP Sync
MARKDOWN
Everything is a URL
Services
Implementation Support
Training Services
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